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In Solar system there have to be seven planets because it has been so conceived and created by God.

AND THEM HAS TO BE SEVEN!
This world is thought up not by us, this world is thought up not by me … L. Derbenyov

Life on Earth has arisen thanks to an abnormal structure of Solar system. Our Solar system – normal, thanks to her abnormal structure.

**Hypothesis:** in Solar system there have to be seven planets because it has been so conceived and created.

Now around the world disputes and discussions about the status of the pseudo-planet Pluto don't stop. The matter is exclusively basic and relevant. We have created an exclusive hypothesis which will allow to put the end to the matter.

In our Solar system there have to be 7 planets, and Pluto and other objects are the remains of comets which called satellites. The former planet the Phaeton has broken up as unstable, and Pluto is the satellite of all Solar system like other mysterious objects which are outside the Kuiper belt. The infinite embodiment of events, the phenomena, proverbs, etc. with figure 7 is an objective consequence of this assumption. This magic number 7 symbolizes a secret and also studying unknown and invisible. These are seven ruling planets, seven days of the week, seven notes. Not without reason seven days of Divine creation, seven notes of harmony represent the seven perfect number.

Since the most ancient times there was a deep communication between the sky and number “7”. The number seven is allocated with magic properties. In him ancient saw reflection of many phenomena of the world. In Ancient Babylon people observed seven mobile planets which allegedly rotated around Earth in the sky: this Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn. Babylonians idolized them and believed that seven gods who have lodged on planets operate the fate of people and people.

Today in the world it is possible to allocate 7 main religions: Catholicism, Protestantism, Orthodoxy, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism. In all religions figure 7 predominates, for example, the figure seven is mentioned in Christian sacred books many times: "To anything who will kill Cain it will be revenged всемеро", "... also there have passed seven years of abundance... also there have come seven years of hunger", etc.

The Lent at Christians contains seven weeks. Seven mortal sins are now: rage, greed, envy, gluttony, lust, egoism, laziness. Seven sacraments of Church: baptism, Eucharist (communion), priesthood (ordination), confession (repentance), anointing, marriage (wedding), extreme unction (anointing of the sick). It is possible and is necessary to give infinite number of examples and the assumptions concerning number 7!
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